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INTRODUCTION

The physical science is clear: to preserve anything like today,s

climate, emissions of greenhouse gases ("GHGs") must fall dramatically

between now and 2050. Maintaining existing emissions levels-or worse,

allowing them fs ¡i5s-'rÀ/i11 only increase concentrations of long-lived

pollutants, thereby increasing the likelihood of dangerous climate

disruption.

As the San Diego Association of Governments' ("SANDAG,') own

climate Action Strategy recognizes-and as SANDAG concedes here-

Executive order S-3-05's goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions to B0

percent below 1990 levels by 2050 rests firmly on this scientific

foundation. Despite this goal, emissions under SANDAG's 2050. Regional

Transportation Plan/sustainable communities strategy ("RTp/sc S" or

"Plan") will rise and keep rising through 2050. yet SANDAG,s

EnvironLental Impact Report ("EIR") for the Plan ignored the

consequences of this rise by refusing to address the Plan's inconsistency

with the long-term emissions reduction trajectory articulated in the

Executive Order. It did so despite Plaintiffs' and the California Attorney

General's specific demand for that analysis prior to the plan's approval.
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SANDAG's omission violated the California Environmental Quality

Act ("cEQA"), Public Resources code section 2t00a, et seq.,l because it

undermined both the quality of the agency's decision-making and the

public's ability to participate inthe process. It also unlawfully truncated

the robust discussion of mitigation measures and alternatives that CEQA

requires. And at the same time, it lulled the public into thinking that

SANDAG was helping achieve state climate goals when in reality

SANDAG was doing just the opposite. under these circumstances, the

omission was highly prejudicial.

For the first time in this litigation, SANDAG now concedes the

scientific basis of the Executive order. Its opening Brief directly

acknowledges that the order's targets "appear to be based on studies

estimating that stabilization of atmospheric Co2 levels at approximately

450 parts per million (ppm) would stabilize global temperatures at

approximately 2 degrees centigrade over pre-industrial levels." (opening

Brief ("oB-) af 7.) Yet sANDAG still refuses to accept that this

information in any way affects the analysis required under CEeA. while

SANDAG insists that its excuses for ignoring the information reflect good-

faith choices regarding the best "methodology" for disclosing impacts (oB

t All further undesignated statutory citations are to the Public Resources
Code. Citations to the "Guidelines" refer to the CEQA Guidelines codified
at title 14, california code of Regulations, section 15000 et seq.
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at 19-21), the record reveals it rnade an erîoneous legai judgment aimed at

avoiding disclosure.

This is not a case about whether SANDAG can exercise discretion to

choose a "threshold" for determining the significance of impacts, or

whether the Executive Order constitutes a oþlan" for emissions reductions.

Rather, the case concerns SANDAG's fundamental responsibility to

disclose the long-term impacts of its RTP/SCS in a manner that reflects the

science underlying california's climate policy, informs meaningful

decision-making, and enables the public to hold officials accountable for

their actions. while SANDAG seeks a "safe harbor', for its EIR (oB at

29), thete is no such shelter for an EIR that fails to do its fundamental job.

Nor is this a case about the Governor's executive authority, the

separation of powers doctrine, or the Legislature's purported occupation of

the field of climate regulation. Instead, it is a straightforward case about

the kind of analysis that CEQA has required for more than 40 years: a

good-faith and complete effort at full disclosure, consistent with current

scientific knowledge, of a project's actual physical environmental

consequences. Scientif,rc facts are central to that analysis, and cEeA

requires agencies to confront those facts whether they are embodied in a

piece of legislation, a regulation, an executive order, or the scientific

literature.
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Thus, despite SANDAG's protestations to the contrary (OB at l),

this case does center on climate change. Global warming is the

quintessential cumulative environmental impact: it is the sum total of

individual decisions to increase emissions that could be catastrophi..

CEQA wisely requires a pause for informed consideration of each of these

decisions. The Court of Appeal correctly found SANDAG's EIR violated

this requirement.

STATEMENT OF FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY

L The science of climate change and the Emission Reductions
Required to Avoid Climate Disruption.

The global climate is changing as humans continue to emit

increasing amounts of heat-trapping gases into the atmosphere.

(4R216:17622.\ current atmospheric measurements of carbon dioxide

and methane-the two most important greenhouse gases-have reached

their highest levels in 650,000 years. (Ibid.) If atmospheric concentrations

rise further, o'\Me face the prospect of water shortages, rising sea levels

along our coast, more frequent and intense wildfires, longer and more

severe heat waves, loss of native plants and animals, worsening air quality,

and difficulty meeting peak energy needs." (Ibid.)

2 Citations to the Administrative Record are in the format "(AR[Tab
number] : fPage number].)" Citations to the Supplemental Administrative
Record are in the format "(SARlTab number]:[Page number].)"
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To stabilize the climate, atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse

gases must quickly stabilize as well. (AR21617622-23; AI(320:2779r).

Avoiding dangerous climate change means that sources cannot continue

emitting climate pollutants at current levels. If present levels of emissions

continue, atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases will still rise

because many climate pollutants accumulate in the atmosphere and exert

their warming influence for decades or even centuries. (see, e.g.,

4R2 1 6 : 17 622; AR320 :27 805 -06, 27 99 5, 27 997 .) Thus, the cumularive

nature of greenhouse gas emissions requires greatly reducing emissions

below current levels. Executive order S-3-05's goal-reducing emissions

to 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2O5O-reflects the scientific consensus

about the reductions necessary to stabilize the climate and avoid the most

catastrophic impacts of climate change. (AR2 16:17 627 ; AR320 :27g4s.)

il- California's Efforts to Reduce Emission of Climate Pollutants.

California took its first major step toward addressing climate change

by enacting AB 1493 (Pavley) in 2002. This law required the California

Air Resources Board (o'cARB") to adopt regulations reducing greenhouse

gas emissions from vehicles. (4R320:27564.)

Three years later, Governor Schwarzenegger issued Executive Order

5-3-05. The Executive Order laid the foundation for California's long-term

climate change policy by setting increasingly stringent targets for reducing

statewide greenhouse gas emissions to (l) 2000levels by 2010; (2) lgg0
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levels by 2A20; and (3) 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050.

(4R319:27049-50; ARBa:256L) The Executive Order also directed several

state agencies to coordinate "efforts made to meet" these targets.

(AR319:2705A.)

The next year, the Legislature enacted the Global 'Warming

solutions Act, Health and safety code section 38500 et seq. ("AB 32').

Consistent with the Executive order, AB 32 among other things directed

CARB to set a specific target for 2020 based on the state's 1990 emissions

and to adopt regulations that would attain the target. (Health & Saf. Code

$$ 38550, 38562.) As the Court of Appeal below noted, however, the

Legislature did not view rhe 2020 target as a final end point; rather, it

"intended for the [20201emissions limit to o. . . be used to maintain and

continue reductions in emissions of greenhouse gases beyond 2020."' (op.

at p. 103 fquoting Health & Saf. Code $ 3S551, subd. (b)].)

As required by AB 32, CARB adopted a"CLimate Change Scoping

Plan" in 2008. (Health & Safety Code g 38561; AR320:27842.) The

Scoping Plan contains various strategies for reducing greenhouse gases and

functions as a roadmap for achieving AB 32's reduction mandate. (op. at

21, fn. 10.) The scoping Plan also emphasizes that efforts to reduce

3 Citations to the Court of Appeal's majority opinion below are abbreviated
"Op." and refer to the slip opinion filed on November 24,2014 and
subsequently modified on December 14,2A14.
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emissions cannot end in 2a20. Rather, the Plan's purpose is to "put the

state on apath to meet the long-term 2050 goal of reducing California's

greenhouse gas emissions to 80 percent below 1990 levels.,'

(AR320:27875.) As the Scoping Plan explains, this "trajectory is consistent

with the reductions that are needed globally to help stabilizethe climate."

(Ibid.; see also AR320:27848 ["Getting to the 2020 goal is not the end of

the state's effort."l, 27858-59 [scoping Plan "will help put california on

course to cut statewide greenhouse gas emissions by s0 percent in 2050',].)

In 2008, the Legislature enacted sB 375 (stats. 2009, ch.72g),to

specifically address transportation-related emissions. SB 375 requires each

metropolitan planni ng organization, including SANDAG, to adopt a

"sustainable communities strategy" ("scs") as part of its Regional

Transportation Plan. (see Gov. code $ 65080, subd. (bX2); ARga:2563.)

An SCS coordinates regional transportation, housing, and land use plans for

the purpose of reducing greenhouse gas emissions associated with

passenger vehicle trips. (AR8a:2071.) Although new vehicle and fuel

technologies can reduce greenhouse gas emissions, SB 375 recognizes that

meeting AB 32's reduction target also will require improved transportation

plans and smarter land use policies that reduce driving. (stats. 200g, ch.

728 $ 1(a), (c) (S.8. 375);4R333:29376.) Accordingly, each SCS must

set forth a forecasted development pattern for the region,
which, when integrated with the transportation network, and
other transportation measures and policies, will reduce the

7



greenhouse gas emissions from automobiles and right trucks
to achieve, if there is a feasible way io do so, the greenhouse
gas emission reduction targets approved by the state board.

(Gov. Code g 65080, subd. (bX2XBXvii).)

Pursuant to sB 375, CARB established specihc greenhouse gas

reduction targets for various regions throughout the state. The San Diego

region's target requires two successive reductions in per capita greenhouse

emissions from 2005 emission levels: (l) a7 percent reduction by 2020,

and (2) a l3 percent reductionby 2035. (AR8a:20S0.)

Most recently, on April 29,2015, Governor Brown issued Executive

Order 8-30-15. This order reiterates the state's goal-initially established

in Executive order s-3-05-of reducing statewide greenhouse gas

emissions 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050. (Exec. order No. B-30-

1 5 (April 29, 201 5), http://gov.ca. gov/news.php?id: I g93 g.) To help

achieve that goal, Governor Brown's order sets an interim target to reduce

emissions 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030. (Ibid.)

III. SANDAG's Pivotal Role in Transportation planning and
Achieving Climate Stabitization.

SANDÄG is a regional council of Governments comprised of

representatives from the County of San Diego and the 1g cities in the

region. (AR8a:2071.) rt serves as the Regional Transportation

C ommi s s ion and federally desi gnated metrop olitan planni ng or ganization

for the region. (Ibid.) In those capacities, it has broad responsibility for
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regional transportation planning. pursuant to sB 375, it also has

responsibiiity for integrating transportation and land use planning by

adopting an scS that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions. (ARga:2 gg4.)

A. SANDAG's Climate Action Strategy.

In March 2jl\,prior to approving the plan, SANDAG adopted a

Climate Action Strategy. (AR2l6: 17616-72.) Recognizingthat the

Legislature, the Governor, and other agencies have acted to combat climate

change, the Strategy declares that the san Diego region must ,.do 
[its] part

to reduce greenhouse gases that contribute to climate change."

(AR216:17618.) The strategy expressly references and adopts the

Executive order's 2050 goal of reducing emissions to g0 percent below

1990 levels. (AR216:17624, 17627-28.) SANDAG's Srraregy

acknowledges that this goal "is based on the scientifically-supported level

of emissions reduction needed to avoid significant disruption of the climate

and is used as the long-term driver for state climate change policy

development." (AR216:17627.) The strategy also recognizes that meeting

the Executive order's 2050 goal "will require fundamental changes in

policy, technology, and behavior.', (AR 216:1762g.)

After expressly adopting the 2050 goal, the strategy proceeds to

quantifu the emissions reductions necessary for the san Diego region to

meet its share of this goal. ebíd.) It then sets forth a general approach for

achieving the required reductions by "identif[ying] the many types of land

9



use and transportation-related policy options available to help SANDAG

and local govemments achieve greenhouse gas reductions from the on-road

transportation sector." (4R216:17643; see also 4R216: 17624 [these

policies are intended to "help[] achieve short-term (2020) and longer-term

(2035 and 2050) goals for greenhouse gas emission reduction"l.)

Not surprisingly, the first goal identified by the Strategy is reducing

total miles of vehicle travel. (AR216:17643.) The Strategy explains that

although state efforts to promote fuel efficient vehicles and low carbon

fuels are critical, they "will not achieve the long-term 2050 goal for

greenhouse gas reduction unless per capitavehicle miles traveled in the

state is reduced." (AR216:17644.)

B. sANDAGosRegionalrransportationplan/sustainable
Communities Strategy.

1. SANDAG's Plan Facilitates Increased Driving and
Emission of Climate Pollutants.

state law charges SANDAG with developing the region's regional

transportation plan ("RTP"), which it must update every four years.

(AR8a:2993.) The RTP constitutes SANDAG's blueprint for rhe

transportation system-including highways, local streets, transit, bicycling,

walking, airports, and systems for managing travel demand-that will serve

the San Diego region over the next four decades. (AR8a:207r.)

SANDAG's RTP prioritizes and allocates funds for all of these proposed

transportation enhancements. (AR I 90a: 13063 -66, 13237 -51, I 333 g5- 446.)

10



SANDAG also administers a local sales tax measure, known as TransNet.

that funds aratge number of these enhancements. (ARga:2995.)

As SANDAG's EIR explains, the plan's stated ..goal is to create

communities that are more sustainable, walkable, transit-oriented, and

compact-thereby providing transportation options and lowering GHG

emissions." (AR8a:2077.) In particular, the plan..envisions an ambitious

and far-reaching transit network that significantly expands the role that

transit plays in meeting the region's needs for mobility and reducing GHG

emissions." (AR8a :207 8)

unfortunately, SANDAG's plan falls short of these goals. Although

SANDAG acknowledged that regional transit investments would have

maximum effect in urbanized areas (AR190b:74214),the Plan fails to make

these investments. Instead, it prioritizes numerous freeway and highway

expansions within urbanized areas, including expansions of the I-5, I-g, I_

15, I-805, SR-52, SR-56, SR-94 and SR-12 5. (See ARga:21 16_22;

l90b:14217.) The Plan also calls for widening highways in the region's

suburban and rural communities, thus facilitating travel to the county's

back country. (AR8a:2 1 1 8; ARl 9 0b:14217 .)

Although the Plan would fund some transit projects, it postpones

their construction for decades. (4R190 a:13247 [schedulin g75 percent of

transit expenditures after 20301, 13267-69 [majority of transit projects built

in Plan's later decades].) Moreover, many of sANDAG,s o.transit,, projects
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involve rvidening highways to include o'managed lanes." (ARBa:2119"

2115,2112.) While buses and carpools can use these lanes, single-

occupant vehicles can also pay to use most of them. (AR8a:2112.)

Independent reviewers concluded that, far from promoting regional transit,

the Plan's surge in freeway capacity "will perpetuate auto-oriented

development and reduce transit's competitiveness." (4R320:2948 1 .)

Under its Plan, SANDAG anticipates exceeding SB 375,s

greenhouse gas reduction goal for 2020 but just barely meeting the goal for

2035. (AR8a:2104.) However, its Plan deserves little credit for achieving

these goals. Rather, the reductions principally originate from two sources

unrelated to the Plan: the lengthy economic recession and the state's

mandatory vehicle efficiency and fuel standards sustain these early

emissions reductions; the agency projects that the region's overall

emissions will increase after 2020 and exceed current levels by 2050.

(AR8a:2578 [overall greenhouse gas emissions in 2050 will be 17 percent

higher than 2010 emissionsl.) Regional per capita emissions also will rise

again after 2020. (See ARSa:2104.) CARB emphasized in a letter to

SANDAG that this o'trend in per capita GHG emissions is unexpected," as

SB 375 and RTP/SCSs are designed to provide greater,not lesser,

greenhouse gas reductions over time. (SAR344:30143l; see also id. atpp.

30144,30188-89.)
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Moreover, despite the Plan's purported emphasis on transit, by 2050

vehicle miles traveled will balloon by more than 50 percent. (ARgb:4436.)

Population growth alone will not cause this increase; under the plan,

individuals in 2050 also will drive more miles daily on a per capìta basis

than they do now. (ARSb:4435 [Tables 2,3].)

2. Public Comment on SANDAG's plan and EIR.

Plaintiffs and others submitted comments that criticized SANDAG's

Plan, focusing in particular on its postponement of transit measures. (See,

e.9., 1rR224 : l7 97 2-7 5 ; AR227 : I 80 5 3 - 5 5 ; AR229 :t I 1 1 9- I 820 4 ;

4R230:18205-08; 4R239: 19037 -40;4R296: 19667 -19768.) plainrifß

warned that the Plan incorrectly assumed aggressive highway expansion

would not affect patterns of land use development and employed incorrect

assumptions in predicting transit ridership. (AR292:19 657 ; 4R296 : Ig 67 g-

7e.)

Plaintiffs and others also commented that the EIR failed to comply

with CEQA. In particular, the Cleveland National Forest Foundation and

Center for Biological Diversity criticizedthe EIR's failure to compare the

Plan's upward emissions trajectory for greenhouse gases to the Executive

order's reduction goals. (4R296:19684-85.) Likewise, the Attorney

General warned SANDAG that the Plan allows'þer capitacHc emissions

from cars and light-duty trucks [to] increase as compared to the previous

year after 2020" and that the EIR failed to address the impact of this
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emissions trajectory on the state's ability to meet its long-term climate

objectives. (AR3 1r:25641-42 lemphasis in originall.) commenrers also

criticized the EIR's failures to analyze an alternative that would reduce

greenhouse gas emissions over the Plan's life and to include enforceable

mitigation for the Plan's significant climate impacts. (AR296:196g1-g3,

19 687 -9 1 ; AR3 06 : 24881 - 8 5 ; AR3 I I :25 642 ; AR320 :27 7 0 4 - tg .)

Despite these criticisms, SANDAG approved the plan and certified

the EIR for the Plan on October 28,2011. (AR6:223-24.)

IV. Procedural History of the Litigation

A. The Superior Court Ruling Against SANDAG.

In November,20111, Plaintiffs filed two separate actions challenging

SANDAG's approval and EIR. (JA2:14-42; JAl:l-13.0) In latuary,z0l2,

the trial court granted the People's motion to interven e. (JA29:19s-99.)

The cases were subsequently consolidated. (J A38.264-7 4.)

The trial court ruled for Plaintiffs on December 3,2Tl2,holding that

SANDAG failed to adequately analyze or mitigate the Project's significant

climate impacts. (J475:1046-59.) In particular, itheld that the EIR

violated CEQA by failing ooto cogently address the inconsistency between

the dramatic increase in overall GHG emissions after 2020 contemplated by

the RTP/scs and the statewide policy of reducing same during the same

a citations to the Joint Appendix filed in the court of Appeal are in the
format "(JA[Tab number] : fPage number].)l'
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three decades (2020-2050)." (J475:1057.) The court noted that

SANDAG's Plan extends to 2050, yet the agency unlawfully '.failed to

extend the fclimate] analysis to 2050." (Ibid.) Because the EIR.,simply

ignore[d]" the Plan's inconsistency with the state's long-term reduction

goals, it "failfedl . . . to provide the SANDAG decision makers (and thus

the public) with adequate information" about the project's impacts. (Ibid.)

The court also ruled that SANDAG failed to adopt adequate mitigation for

the Project's climate impacts. Instead, SANDAG improperly ,,,kick[ed] the

can down the road' and deferfed] to 'local jurisdictions"'by vaguely

suggesting that other agencies could adopt some type of mitigation in the

future. (Ibid.)

The court declined to reach Plaintiffs, other CEeA claims,

concluding that it could "resolve the case solely on the inadequate treatment

in the EIR of the greenhouse gas emission issue." (JA75:105s.) SANDAG

appealed (JA92:1140-44), and Plaintiffs and the people cross-appealed on

the cEQA issues not addressed by the trial court (JA95: 116l-63;

IA96:1164-68).

B. The Court of Appeal Ruling Against SANDAG.

The Court of Appeal upheld the trial court's decision and also ruled

for Plaintiffs on all cross-appealed issues. (op. at 3.) The court held that

the EIR "did not reflect a reasonable, good faith effort at full disclosure" of

climate impacts because it omitted any analysis of the Plan's inconsistency
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with the state's long-term climate policy. (Id. at 14.) Indeed, the court

found the EIR to be affirmatively misleading because it suggested the plan

would actually advance that policy. (Id.at 19.)

The court's ruling did not rest solely on the Executive Order's goals,

but also on the adoption of those goals by the Legislature, expert state

agencies, and even SANDAG itself. Those adopted goals reflect the

scientific underpinnings of california's long-term climate policy. (Id. at

14; see also id. at2r, fn. l1 [describing how SANDAG's own climate

Action Strategy recognizes that the region must "do[] its share [to]

achiev[e] the 2050 greenhouse gas reduction level"].) The court noted

SANDAG's "discretion to select the criteria it uses to determine the

significance of the transportation plan's impacts." (op. at 19.) However,

the court emphasized that SANDAG abused that discretion by preparing

what the court termed a "fundamentally misleading" EIR. (Id. at 1g, 19.)

The court also re¡ected the notion that its ruling would impermissibly

expand CEQA, holding that the statute explicitly requires an agency to

disclose a project's long-term impacts. (Id. arz0, fn.9 [citing $ 210g3,

subd. (bxl), Guidelines g 15065, subd. (aX2)1.)

Finally, the court clarified that its ruling did not require SANDAG to

achieve the Executive order's 2050 target. Rather, the court's concern

arose from "the EIR's failure to recognize, much less analyze and attempt

to mitigate, the conflict between the transportation plan's long-term
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greenhouse gas emissions increase and the state climate policy goal,

reflected in the Executive order, of long-term emissions reductions.', (op.

af 16, fn. 6.) As the court noted, SANDAG "could have reasonably

analyzed" the conflict, especially when its own Climate Action Strategy

had already identified emissions reductions necessary for the region to meet

its share of the Executive Order's goals. (Id. at l5-16.)5

Justice Benke dissented. She wrote that the court should have been

more deferential in reviewing sANDAG's EIR (Dissent at g-9) and that the

Governor lacked the authority to unilaterally impose a threshold of

significance through an Executive order (íd. at2-3). However, the dissent

did not address SANDAG's endorsement of the Executive Order's goals in

its own Climate Action Strategy.

C. This Court Granted Review of One Issue.

SANDAG petitioned this Court for review of all issues decided by

the court of Appeal. This court, however, granted review only on a single

question: whether an EIR for a regional transportation plan must analyze

t The court also ruled that SANDAG failed to adopt feasible mitigation to
lessen the Plan's significant climate impacts (op. at 26) and,faileá to
analyze an alternative that would reduce the number of miles people drive
(id. at 30-31). Additionally, it ruled thar the EIR did not: (1) d*trtib.
residents' exposure to existing, poor air quality, (2) correlate plan-related
emissions of toxic air pollutants with resulting health impacts, or (3) adopt
legally adequate mitigation for the plan's significant air quatity impacts.
(Id. at 32-41.) Lastly, it held that rhe EIR failed to accurát ely analyze the
Plan's impacts on farmland. (fd. at 42-44.) This Court's statemeni li-iting
its review to only one issue does not affect these other rulings.
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the plan's consistency with the Executive Order's greenhouse gas reduction

goals.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

cEQA's dual standard of review is well-settled. when reviewing an

agency's compliance with the statute, "a reviewing court must adjust its

scrutiny to the nature of the alleged defect, depending on whether the claim

is predominantly one of improper procedure or a dispute over the facts.,'

(Vineyard Area Citízens for Responsible Growth v. City of Rancho Cordova

(2A07) 40 Cal.4th 412,435 ("Vineyard').) Courts review an agency's

"primarily factual" determinations for substantial evidence . (Neìghbors for

smart Rail v. Exposition Metro Line Construction Authority (2013) 57

Cal. th 439, 457 ("Neighbors").) In contrast, they review de novo an

agency's legal determinations, including its interpretation of cEeA's

requirements. (vineyord, 40 cal.4th at 427, 435 cíty of Marina v. Bd. of

Trustees of the cal. state univ. (2006) 3g cal.4th34l,355-56,365-66.)

SANDAG characterizes this case as involving a factual dispute over

"methodology" that should be reviewed for substantial evidence. (oB at

lg-2r.) However, SANDAG's decision to omit analysis of its plan's

consistency with state climate policy was based on legaldeterminations,

not factual ones. As the EIR explains, SANDAG concluded there was"no

legal requirement to ùse [the Executive order] as a threshold of

significance" because SANDAG did not view it as an "adopted [greenhouse
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gasl reduction plan within the meaning of cEeA Guidelines 15064.4(bX2)

lsicl;' (ARBb:3769,4432 (emphasis added); see also, e.g., ARgb:3767,

4431 l"the 2050 RTP/SCS emissions reductions are not legally required to

be consistent with" the Executive order's 2050 targetl; ARgb:3770,4433

[o'an executive order has no binding legal effect on agencies and personnel

outside of the Governor's chain of command,,].)

SANDAG's interpretation of cEeA's requirements is a purely legal

judgment that this court must review de novo. (cíty of Marina, supra,39

cal.4th at pp. 355-56; Bakersfield citizens þr Local control v. cíty of

Bakersfield (2004) 124 cal.App.4th 1184, 1207-0s.) As rhis courr has

explained, courts do not defer to an agency's interpretation of a statuie, or

of regulations that the agency did not itself adopt; rather, questions about

the "statute's legal meaning and effect [are] questions lying within the

constitutional domain of the courts." (Yamaha Corp. of Ameríca v. State

Bd. of Equalizatìon (199s) 19 cal.4th l, 11.) Accordingly, legal judgmenrs

concerning the required scope of CEQA analysis are'þredominantly

procedural" decisions and are reviewed de novo. (See Ebbetts Pass Forest

Watchv. Cal. Dept. of Forestry and Fire protection (200s) 43 cal.4th936,

949,954.)

SANDAG advances a different rationale-that it decided to ignore

the Executive order based on factual rather than legal judgments-in this

Court. (oB at 30 [claiming SANDAG used its "scientific and technical
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expertise" in rejecting analysis of the Executive order], 35-3g fasserting

analysis would be too complicatedl.) But belated justifications developed

in litigatioo are unavailing. It is a bedrock principle of administrative law

that'ocourts may not accept appellate counsel'spost hoc rationalizations for

agency action. [citations.] [A]n agency's action must be upheld, if at all,

on the basis articulated by the agency itself.,, (Motor Vehicle

Manufacturers Assn. v. State Farm Mutuøl Automobile Ins. Co. (19g3 ) 463

u.s. 29,50; accord s. Cal. Edison co. v. pub. utiríties com. (2000) s5

Cal.App.4th 1086, 1 1 1 l.)

Nor is this a case where an agency "include[d] the relevant

information, but the adequacy of the information is disputed.', (oB at20

fquoting san Díego citizenry Group v. county of san Diego (2013)2lg

cal.App.4th 1, r27.) Rather, SANDAG omitted any analysis of whether its

Plan is consistent with the long-term greenhouse gas reduction targets

embedded in both state policy and its own Climate Action Strategy. Where

an EIR omits relevant information and thus precludes informed decision-

making, courts determine, as a legal matter, whether the omission violated

CEQA's disclosure requirements. (Assn. of lrritated Resídents v. County of

Madera (2003) 107 Cal.App.4th 1383, 1392 fsubstantial evidence standard

does not apply to claims "that information has been omitted from an

EIR"].)
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SANDAG's fallback argument that its EIR should survive de novo

review because this Court cannot impose any "additional" requirements not

already stated in CEQA (oB at 22) merely begs the very question at issue

here: whether CEQA requires analysis of a regional transportation plan's

consistency with the scientifically derived, long-term greenhouse gas

reduction targets first articulated in Executive order s-3-05 and

subsequently used as the driver of California climate policy. As explained

below, requiring this analysis would effectuate cEeA's existing

provisions, not expand on them.

Although this court should apply de novo review for the reasons

stated above, SANDAG's EIR also fails under the substantial evidence

standard. "substantial evidence" is evidence "reasonable in nature,

credible, and of solid value, evidence that areasonable mind might accept

as adequate to support a conclusion." (Amerícan canyon community

unitedfor Responsible Growth v. city of American canyon (2006) 145

Cal.App.4th 1062,1070.) Here, no credible evidence, let alone substantial

evidence, supports SANDAG's refusal to analyze the plan's inconsistency

with california' s science-based, long-term emissions reduction goals

simply because those goals were identified in an F.xecutive order. on the

contrary, as the court of Appeal found, SANDAG's decision to omit this

analysis resulted in a misleading EIR-one that "deprived the public and
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decision makers of relevant information about the transportation plan's

environmental consequences." (Op. at 15.)

ARGUMENT

I. SANDAG's Incomplete and Misreading ErR Fails to Futfill
CEQA's Fundamental Purposes.

under SANDAG's Plan, greenhouse gas emissions will decline

somewhat through 2020 but then begin to rise againuntil they exceed

current emission levels by 2050. (AR8a:2572,2577-7g; ARgb:3 g20-21,

4435;190a:13091.) This is the same time period during which undisputed

science-reflected in both the Executive order and sANDAG,s own

Climate Action Strategy-dictates that emissions must decline sharply to

help avoid the most serious effects of climate change. (see oB at 7;

4R216:17627.) Yet SANDAG stubbornly refused to address rhis

inconsistency in its EIR, even after members of the public presented ,

graphic illustrations of this sharp dichotomy:
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(ARl85:12684.) Instead, SANDAG effoneously concluded that it bore no

legal responsibility to address the state's reduction goals because they were

articulated in an Executive order. SANDAG,s omission produced an

incomplete and prejudicially misleading EIR.

A. CEQA Requires Accurate, comprete, and Good-Faith
Disclosure of a project's Long-Term physical Impact on
the Environment.

As this court has recognized, an EIR serves as an ..environmental

'alarm bell' whose purpose is to alert the public and its responsible officials

to environmental changes before they have reached ecological points of no

return."' (Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of tlnív. of cat.

(1988) 47 CaL3d 376, 392.) An EIR is also .,a document of

accountability": it enables the public not only to know and understand the

basis on which off,rcials approve or reject environmentally significant
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projects, but aiso to 'orespond accordingly to action with which it

disagrees." (Ibid.) In this sense, the "EIR process protects not only the

environment but also informed selÊgovernment." (Ibíd.)

An EIR must set forth facts and analysis, not just an agency's

conclusions and opinions. (Cìtizens of Goleta Vattey v. Bd. of Supervísors

(1990) 52 cal.3d 553, 568.) Moreover, it must present the most accurate

picture possible of a project's impacts. (see Neighbors, sr,tpre,57 cal.4th

atp.449.) To this end, an agency "must use its best efforts to find out and

disclose all that it reasonably can." (Guidelines g 15 r44.) Although an

EIR need not be perfect, it nonetheless must reflect "adequacy,

completeness, and a good faith effort at full disclosure." (Guidelines $

15 15 1.) An analysis that misleads the public and decision-makers as to the

nature or scale of environmental impacts directly contravenes CEeA and

fails as amatter of law. (See Communitíes for a Better Environment v.

south coast Air Quality Management Dist. (2010) 48 ca1.4th310,322.)

CEQA analysis focuses on actual changes to the physical

environment. ($$ 21065 [defining'þroject" as an activity that may cause

either a direct or an indirect'þhysical change in the environment'f;2106g

[defining "significant effect on the environment" as o'a substantial, or

potentially substantial, adverse change in the environment"]; Guidelines

$ 15064, subd. (d) frequiring lead agency to consider direct and indirect

'þhysical changes in the environment" in evaluating significance].)
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Furthermore, CEQA requires analysis of both short-term and long-term

environmental impacts. ($ 21a83, subd (b); Guidelines g l5126.2, subd.

(a); see also, e.g., Vineyard, supro,40 CaI.4th atp.431 [holding that

adequate analysis of water supply for a long-term project "cannot be limited

to . . . the first stage or a few years"]; Stanislaus Natural Heritage project

v. County of Stanislaus (1996) 48 Cal.App. th lB2,l95 [same].)

In evaluating these environmental changes, an agency must rely on

scientific and factual datato the extent possible. (Guidelines $$ I 5064,

subd. (b), 15064.4, subd. (a), 15142,15148; see also, e.g., Berkeley Keep

Jets over the Bay com. v. Boord of Port comrs. (2001) 91 cal.App.4th

1344,1367-68, 1370-7r ("Berkeley Jets") ffinding agency's failure to use

available scientific information, despite lack of universally accepted

methodology, was not reasoned, good-faith effort to inform decision

makers and public about increases in toxic air contaminant emissions];

Califurnians for Alternatives to Toxìcs v. Dept. of Food and Agriculture

(2005) 136 cal.App.4th l, 15-17 (*CATS') ffaulting EIR discussing

emergency pesticide regulations for failing to consider available toxicology

datal.)

Finally, an EIR must discuss any "inconsistencies" between a project

and applicable general, specific, and regional plans, including "plans for the

reduction of greenhouse gas emissions." (Guidelines $ l5l25,subd. (d).)

However, an EIR ultimately "must be judged on its fulfillment of cEeA's
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mandates, not those of other statutes," unless cEeA itself provides

otherwise. Q{eíghbors, supra,57 Cal.4th at p. 462.)

B. SANDAG's Decision to Omit Analysis of Its plan,s
Inconsistency with Long-Term Targets for Emissions
Reduction Resulted in a Misleading and Incomplete ErR.

SANDAG's EIR fails to fuIfilI cEeA's requirements. Rather than

assessing the Plan's impacts over its entire 4}-year term, the EIR cuts off

meaningful analysis after 2020. Rather than basing its climate analysis on

the best available scientific information, the EIR declines to evaluate the

Plan' s upward emissions traj ectory against California' s scientifically

derived goals for reducing those emissions. And rather than

acknowledging the Plan's stark inconsistency with those goals, the EIR

misleads readers by asserting that the plan will actually advance state

climate policy.

SANDAG emphasizes its use of three different "significance

criteria" in discussing the Plan's climate impacts. (ARga:2567.) But the

issue is not SANDAG's choice of criteria; rather, it is the agency's

complete failure to assess the Plan's actual long-term consequences against

any scientifically relevant benchmark. The EIR thus masks the plan's true

impacts, thwarting meaningful comment and informed decision-making.
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1. The EIR's ,,Existing Conditions'o Comparison
Ofiscures the PIan's Impacts.

SANDAG's EIR fîrst compares projected plan emissions in2020,

2035, and 2050 to regional land use and transportation emissions in 2010,

which totaled 28.84 million metric tons carbon dioxide-equivalent (..MMT

co2e"). (AR8a:2556.) Although202a emissions would remain below

2010levels (AR8a:2572), emissions would begin to rise again thereafter,

exceeding 2010levels by about 1.34 MMT co2e (4.6 percent) in 2035 and

4.81 MMT co2e (16.7 percent) in 2050. (see ARB a:2575 [projecring 2035

emissions of 30.18 million metric tons co2el,257g fprojecting 2050

emissions of 33.65 million metric tons co2el.) on this basis, SANDAG

found the Plan's 2035 and 2050 emissions signif,rcant. (Ibid.)

SANDAG's legal decision not to address the Executive order,

however, deprived the EIR's readers of a scientifrcally meaningful context

for understanding the true scale of the plan's 2050 emissions. Because

greenhouse gases accumulate and remain in the atmosphere over long

periods, emissions cannot remain constant through mid-cenfury but must

decline along the trajectory outlined in the Executive Order to stabilize the

climate and avoid serious, adverse global warming effects. sANDAG,s

EIR does not include any regional emissions target for 2050 that even

generally reflects the declining emissions trajectory underlying California

climate policy; rather, it waited until the very day it approved the plan to
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disclose a rough regional target in a staff mçmorandum. (ARl4:4513-14.)

The EIR thus never gave decision-makers or the public any basis for

understanding that the Plan's 2050 emissions would be starkly inconsistent

with Califomia's long-term climate stabilization goals. Indeed, the Plan's

2050 emissions would exceed the rough regional figure in SANDAG's staff

memorandum by nearly 700 percenr. (Compare AR:Ba:257g [estimating

2050 land use and transportation emissions of 33.65 MMT co2el with

AR14:4514 ISANDAG staff memo statingthat "[t]he Eo s-3-05 target for

2054. . . would require land use and transportation emissions to equal 5.02

MMT CO2e"l.)

As a result, the EIR's "existing conditions" analysis hides the Plan's

climate impacts. Although SANDAG concluded the impacts were

significant and unavoidable, it unlawfully failed to disclose their true extent

or severity, or to place them in a meaningful environmental context.

(Berkeley Jets, supra, 91 Cal.App. fh at pp. 1370-7I [holding EIR

inadequate where agency declared health effects significant and

unavoidable without determining extent of harm]; Galante Vineyards v.

Monterey Peninsula Water Manogement Díst. (1997) 60 Cal.App.4th 1109,

1123 [holding EIR inadequate for concluding impacts of fugitive dust on

vineyards were significant without disclosing how significant those impacts

would bel; Guidelines g 15125, subd. (c) IEIR "must permit the significant

effects of the project to be considered in the fulI environmental context".l;
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Friends of the Eel River v. sonoma county water Agency (2003) 109

Cal.App.4th 859, 875 finvaiidating EIR for water diversion project because

its incomplete description of the project's environmental setting "failfed] to

set the stage for a discussion of the cumulative impact',].)

2. The EIR's SB 375 Analysis Masks the planos Rising
Emissions Trajectory.

SANDAG next considered whether the plan's per capita emissions

would comply with regional targets established under SB 375 for 2020 and

2035. (AR8a:25 67). The EIR, however, again omits information critical to

fulfilling cEQA's mandates. After initial declines due primarily to the

recession (AR190a:13156), per capita emissions under the Plan would start

to rise again after 202a and continue to rise through 2050. (ARsb:a435.)

By discussing only whether per capita emissions met SB 375's discrete

2020 and 2a35 targets, the EIR obscures the plan's longer-term adverse

environmental consequences. (see ARSa:2581 fstating onry that

"[b]ecause ARB has not developed a target for 2050, no analysis is

provided for that year"].)

Notwithstanding its technical compliance with sB 375, the plan's

rising long-term per capita emissions are contrary to climate science and

policy. As CARB staff explained in reviewing SANDAG's draft plan,

fa]lthough the staff review shows that the draft SCS would
meet ARB targets, the trend in per capita GHG emissions is
unexpected. The San Diego SCS would achieve double the
2020 target and just meet the target in 2035 . During the
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target setting process, including in meetings of ARB,s
Regionai Targets Advisory Committee, there was an
expectation that the benefits of an SCS would increase with
time given the nature of land use patterns and transportation
systems. ARB set regional targets with that expectation.

(SAR344:30143; see also íd. at30144,30188-89.) The EIR's discussion of

the Plan's nominal compliance with SB 375's near-term targets therefore

fails to provide the public and decision-makers with the information

necessary to understand the Plan's long-term environmental consequences.

CEQA requires this information. (g 2100r, subd. (d) [.,the long-term

protection of the environment . . . shall be the guiding criterion in public

decisions"l; $ 21083, subd. (bX1) [agencies must analyze both short-term

and long-term environmental goalsl; Guidelines $ 15126.2, subd. (a) IEIR

must give "due consideration to both . . . short-term and long-term

effects"].) The EIR's nalrow focus on the plan's compliance with sB

375's targets misleadingly minimizes the effects of its long-term per capita

emissions increase.

3. The EIR's Analysis of Consistency with the AB 32
Scoping Plan and SANDAG's Climate Action
Strategy Ignores These Plans'Incorporation of the
Executive Order's Goals.

The EIR purports to analyze the plan's consistency with both the AB

32 scoping Plan and SANDAG's own climate Action strategy.

(AR8a:2581.) Again, however, the EIR misleadingly omits any discussion

of the Plan's inconsistency with provisions in both documents that
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explicitly incorporate the Executive order's 2050 goais. SANDAG thus

avoided confronting the real environmental consequences of its plan.

(a) Scoping Plan.

The scoping Plan not only repeatedly emphasizes the Executive

Order's scientific basis (see, e.g., AR320:27977,27964), but also

incorporates its specific goals, quantisring both the state's 2050 target (g5

MMT co2e) and an interim 2030 emissions target (less than 300 MMT

CO2e). (4R320:27977-75.) The Scoping Plan also calculates overall and

per capita annual rates of reduction (four percent and slightly less than five

percent per year, respectively) necessary to maintain linear progress toward

the Executive Order's 2050 goal. (4R320:2797g.)

Additionally, the scoping plan outlines specific policy measures

necessary to meet the 2030 goal-and thus stay on track toward the 2050

target. several of those measures relate directly to sANDAG's plan:

"fa]chieving a 40 percent fleet-wide passenger vehicle reduction by 2030',;

"[i]ncreasing energy efficiency and green building efforts so that the

savings achieved in the 2020 to 2030 timeframe are approximately double

those accomplished in 2020"; and "[c]ontinuing to implement sound land

use and transportation policies to lower [vehicle miles traveled] and shift

travel modes." (4R320:27979.) By 2030, moreover, ..[r]egional land use

and transportation strategies would grow in importance', and would need to

o'reverse the trend of per-capita vehicle miles traveled." (AR320:279S0.)
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The Scoping Plan's 2020 target is thus only the first step in a rong-

term effort guided by the Executive order's goals. (4R320:27851

[assessing "how w-ell the recommended measures put california on the

long-term reduction trajectory needed to do our part to stabilize the global

climate"], 27875 ffinding 2020 measures "put the state on apathto meet

the long-term 2050 goal of reducing California's greenhouse gas emissions

to 80 percent below 1990 levels"f,27882 [stating measures in plan were

designed "to initiate the transformations required to achieve the 2050

target"l;accord Assn. of lrritated Residents v. cal. Air Resoutrces Bd.

(2012) 206 Cal.App.4th 1487, 1496.)

SANDAG's EIR mentions none of these provisions of the Scoping

Plan, much less assesses whether the emissions trajectory of its own plan

conflicts with them. (see ARSa:256 l-62,2581.) Instead, the EIR flatly

declines to analyze the RTP/scs's long-term inconsistency with the

Scoping Plan, misleadingly claiming that "[t]he Scoping plan does not have

targets established beyond 2020." (AR8a:2586, 2588; see also AR3:20

[findings of approval stating that "AB 32 does not contain emission

reduction targets for 2035 and 2050"].) In responses to comments on the

EIR, SANDAG notes in passing that the scoping Plan "examine[d] the

policies needed to keep us on track through at least 2030." (AR8b:3767.)

Yet SANDAG completely fails to address the Scoping Plan's 2030 interim

goal, the annual emission reductions needed to meet it, the numerous
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policies directly relevant to SANDAG's plan, or the overall goal of

continued reductions through 2050 in accordance with the Executive Order.

CEQA required good-faith disclosure and anarysis of the stark

conflict between rising emissions under SANDAG's plan and the state's

long-term policy of reducing emissions. As Plaintifß and others pointed

out during the administrative process, the Scoping plan contains a great

deal of relevant post-2020 detail that would have enabled analysis of this

inconsistency. SANDAG failed to acknowledge any of this information in

the EIR, and thus misled both its own decision-makers and the public.

(b) Ctimate Action Strategy.

The EIR also fails to acknowledge that sANDAG's own climate

Action Strategy both recognizes the Executive Order's scientific basis and

expressly adopts a policy of making progress toward the Order's 2050 goal.

According to the Strategy, "[c]limate science tells us that all nations must

find ways to decrease their emissions by 50 to 95 percent below today's

levels by the middle of the century, with high-emitting developed nations

like ours needing to make the steepest cuts." (AR216:17623.) To this end,

"Governor schwarzenegger's Executive order s-3-05 establishes a long-

term climate goal for the state of reducing emissions 80 percent below the

1990 level by 2050 . . . based on the scientffically-supported level of

emissions reduction needed to avoid significant disruption of the climate.',

(AR2 16:17 627 (emphasis added).)
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Consistent with its recognition that the Executive Order "is used as

the long-term driver for state climate change policy development" (Ìbid.),

SANDAG's Strategy outlines "fc]onsiderations for evaluating policy

measures includfing]: (1) their effectiveness in helping to achieve short-

term (2020) and longer-term (2035 and 2050) goals for greenhouse gas

emission reduction . . . ." (AR216:17624.) The Strategy even calculates

rough regional greenhouse gas targets, consistent with the Executive Order

trajectory, for every year through 2050. (4R216:17628 [Fig. 3-1]). The

strategy then explicitly concludes that "[b]y 2a30,the region must have

met and gone below the 1990 level and be well on its way to doing its share

for achieving the 2050 greenhouse gas reduction level." (4R216: 17 629 .)

The EIR ignores all of this. Instead, it misleadingly concludes that

SANDAG's Plan would be consistent with the strategy in 2035 and2050,

based on a generic discussion of various broad policies outlined therein

(such as promoting energy efficiency, reducing energy demand, reducing

driving, and minimizing emissions from transportation). (See ARSa:2585-

86 fconcluding Plan would encourage "compact development" and thus

"would be aligned with the [Strategy] and help to implement the goals and

policies within the [Strategy]" as of 2035]; 2588 [concluding plan's .ofocus

on transit and compact development . . . [is] aligned with the policies

outlined in the fStrategy] and . . . would not impede the fstrategy]" as of

2050].) The EIR never acknowledges that the'þolicies outlined" in the
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Strategy explicitly call for making progress tow-ard the Executive order,s

2050 goal. (AR216:17624, 17629.)

As a resuit of these omissions, the EIR unlawfully avoids

acknowledging the severity of the Plan's long-term climate impacts.

SANDAG not only thwarted disclosure of the Plan's inconsistency with

state climate policy, as embodied in the Executive order and the AB 32

Scoping Plan, but also frustrated analysis of the Plan's inconsistency with

SANDAG's own long-term climate policy, as expressed in its climate

Action strategy. As the court of Appeal found, SANDAG's EIR misled

decision-makers and the public by wrongly suggesting that the 2050 plan

would actually advance state climate policy. The court stated: ..By

disregarding the Executive Order's overarching goal of ongoing emissions

reductions, the EIR's analysis of the transportation plan's greenhouse gas

emissions makes it falsely appear as if the transportation plan is furthering

state climate policy when, in fact, the trajectory of the transportation plan's

post-2020 emissions directly contravenes it.,' (Op. at 19.)

SANDAG's obfuscation was unquestionably prejudicial. It not only

deprived readers of information essential to a meaningful assessment of the

Plan's consequences, but also prevented SANDAG's full consideration of

feasible mitigation measures and alternative courses of action. (Ibid. fciting

Lotus v. Dept. of Transportatíon (2014) 223 cal.App.4rh 645, 6591.)
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II. SANDAG's Excuses for omitting the Required Anarysis Are
r r-- - __ ^:r: _-uIravalltIl9.

A. CEQA Offers No,,Safe Harbor', for a Fundamentally
Misleading EIR.

SANDAG argues that because the EIR's analysis roughly tracked

the categories outlined in Guidelines section 15064.4, subdivision (b), any

additional analysis would exceed CEQA's express requirements, and thus

contradict the "safe harbor" provided by section 21083.1. (oB at26-29.)

The argument rests on several basic misconceptions, and therefore fails.

1. SANDAG's Purported Compliance with One
Guideline Section Cannot Excuse the EIR's
Omission of Crucial Information.

SANDAG apparently assumes that alleged compliance with one

Guidelines section absolves its EIR from compliance with any other

provision of CEQA. This is plainly wrong. CEeA's "safe harbor" requires

compliance with all of cEQA's "explicitly stated" requirements. ($

21083. r .)

Here, SANDAG's EIR violated a number of CEeA,s explicit

requirements. For example, SANDAG failed to exercise "careful

judgment" based on ooscientific and factual data" relevant to the state's

long-term climate goals. (Guidelines gg 15064, subd. (b), l 5064.4, subd.

(a).) SANDAG also failed to provide any scientifically relevant context for

understanding the Plan's long-term consequences. ($$ 21001, subd. (d)

fagencies must "fe]nsure that the long-term protection of the environment"
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is "the guiding criterion in public decisions"f,2r0g3, subd. (bXl)

fmandating a finding of signifîcance where a project .,has the potential . . .

to achieve short-term, to the disadvantage of long-term, environmental

goals"l; Guidelines $ 15126.2, subd. (a) [EIR shall '.give due consideration

to . . . long-term effects"].) And most critically, SANDAG's omission of

any analysis of its Plan's inconsistency with state climate policy produced a

misleading EIR, a result that this Court has characteÅzed as ooatdirect odds

with cEQA's intent." (communities for a Better Environment, supra,4g

cal.4th at p. 322.) There is no "safe harbor" for an EIR that, like this one,

squarely undercuts the statute's express requirements.

Finally, SANDAG's argument ignores the actual language of

Guidelines section 15064.4. As the court of Appeal held, because the list

of factors in subdivision (b) of that section is "not exclusive," agencies

must consider other factors where necessary to ensure compliance with the

statute. (Op. at 18 & fn.8.)

2. CEQA's Lack of Explicit Reference to the
Executive Order Is lrrelevant.

SANDAG also apparently assumes that unless some CEeA

provision explicitly mentions the Executive order, SANDAG need not

analyze it. This assumption, however, fails to differentiate between the

Executive order and its underlying scientific basis, which SANDAG now

concedes. (oB at 7.) under CEQA, this undisputed science is clearly
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relevant to the environmental analysis, regardless of the type oldocument

that conveys it.

SANDAG similarly misreads the statutory provision that authorized

adoption of Guidelines section 15064.4. (See oB at 24.) Section 210g3.05

did not mention the Executive order, AB 32, or any other specif,rc

document or criteria by name; rather, it required opR and the Resources

Agency generally to "incorporate new information or criteria established"

by cARB pursuant to AB 32 into the Guidelines. The scoping plan's

express confirmation of the Executive order's scientif,rc basis, and its

incorporation of the 2050 goal, "established" this kind of "information or

criteria." whether or not Guidelines section 15064.4 mentioned the

Executive order specifically, requiring consideration of the scientific

information that it embodies is entirely consistent with the authorizing

statute

3. This Court's Decision in Berkeley Hillsidels
Inapposite.

This court's decision in Berkeley Hillside preservatíon v. city of

Berkeley (2015) 60 Cal.4th 1086 does not require application of the.osafe

harbor" provided by section 21083.1 here. Applying the "generally

accepted rules of statutory interpretation" prescribed by section 210g3.1,

the court declined to f,rnd an exception to one of cEeA's categorical

exemptions applicable where the plaintiff had failed to demonstrate that the
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challenged project's potential to significantly impact the environment

resulted from otnusual circumstances." (Id. at pp. rc97 -98 ldiscussing

Guidelines g 15300.2, subd. (c)1.) The courr concluded that requiring a

project proponent to prepare an EIR for an otherwise categorically exempt

project in the absence of "unusual circumstances" would add a new

requirement beyond those explicitly stated in cEeA and the Guidelines.

(Id. at p. I107.)

Here, in contrast, those same "generally accepted rules of statutory

interpretation" preclude applying the oosafe harbor." The "overarching

principle" of statutory interpretation is to discern and give effect to .,the

intent of the enacting body." (Los Angeles Unified School Dist. v. García

(2013) 58 Cal.4th 175, 186.) Statutory language is not read ooin isolation ,'

but "in the context of the statutory framework as a whole in order to

determine its scope and purpose and to harmonizethevarious parts of the

enactment." (Ibid. [quotation omitted]; Prospect Medical Group, Inc. v.

Northrídge Emergency Medical Group (2009) 45 car.4th 497,506.) Even

assuming SANDAG' s "significance criteria" follow Guidelines section

15064.4, in this instance its decision to omit any analysis of its plan,s

conflict with the state's long-term emissions reduction policy resulted in an

incomplete and misleading EIR, "a result at direct odds with cEeA,s

intent." (communities for a Better Environment, supra,48 cal.4th atp.

322.) Applying the "safe harbor" provision here would frustrate rather than
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effectuate the intent of cEQA as a whole, and thus would contradict the

"generally accepted rules of statutory interpretation,' incorporated into

section 21083.1.

Accordingly, unlike Berkeley Hillsìde, this case does not involve

application of any "ne'w" CEQA requirement. Instead, it involves an EIR

that thwarted CEQA's foundational requirement of good-faith and complete

disclosure of a project's actual physical environmental consequences.

B. Substantial Evidence Does Not Support SANDAG,s
Decision to Omit Analysis of lts Planos Inconsistency with
California's Long-Term Ctimate Goals.

SANDAG contends its EIR must be upheld because substantial

evidence supported the "significance criteria', that it selected. (See oB at

29-32.) Again, SANDAG's decision not to evaluate its plan's

inconsistency with the state's long-term emissions reduction goals was

based on legal error, and thus is reviewed de novo. But even under

substantial evidence review, SANDAG,s decision fails.

The court of Appeal correctly concluded that sANDAe,s ..decision

to omit an analysis" of its Plan's consistency with the Executive order

trajectory was unsupported by substantial evidence because it "ignored" the

Executive Order's scientific basis and foundational role in state climate

policy. (op. at 14.) SANDAG attempts to reframe the issue as one of

agency discretion to select "significance thresholds.', (See oB at 30-31).

However, an agency cannot use a "significance threshold,, to foreclose
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consideration of signif,icant effects or otherwise produce a misleading

analysis. (op. at 18-19; see Protect the Historíc Amador waterways v.

Amador lVater Agency (2004) 116 Cal.App.4th 1099,1109.)

Nor does any other substantial evidence in the record support

SANDAG's refusal to compare the Plan's long-term emissions increase

with the state's long-term emissions reduction policy. SANDAG argues

that it relied on "scientific and technical expertise" in choosing its

significance criteria (oB at 30), but the portions of the record SANDAG

cites do not relate to SANDAG's decision to omit analysis of its plan's

inconsistency with the state's long-term climate goals. The issue here is

not the accuracy of SANDAG's emissions calculations (ARBb:37 17-22), its

modeling of emissions resulting from different transportation scenarios

(4R87:7192-95), or its general growth forecasting models (AR225:17976-

18049). None of these documents even mentions the Executive Order or

california's long-term climate goals, much less supports SANDAG's

refusal to fully analyzethe Plan's long-term climate impacts. Similarly

beside the point is SANDAG's argument that substantial evidence supports

the Resources Agency's adoption of Guidelines section 15064.4, and

cARB's adoption of AB 32 and sB 375 targets (oB at zg-3}),as those

enactments are not challenged here.

SANDAG claims "the almost unanimous weight of expert opinion

from other sources" supports its decision, but this claim rests almost
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entirely on inferences from what those "other sources" did not say. (OB at

31.)6 For example, SANDAG contends that when the Resources Agency

adopted Guidelines Section 15064.4, subdivision (b)(3), it "implicitly

rejected" the Executive Order's targets by "advis[ing]" lead agencies to

consider only greenhouse gas reduction plans that "have been vetted

through a public review process and contain identifiable standards." (OB at

31.) This excuse is unavailing. As the Court of Appeal held, subdivision

(b) of Guidelines section 15064.4 is both advisory and non-exclusive. (Op.

at 18 & fn.8.) Moreover, SANDAG concluded that the AB 32 Scoping

Plan and the Climate Action Strategy-both of which recognizethe

Executive Order's scientific bases and incorporate its emissions reduction

goals-met the Guideline's 'þublic review" and "identifiable standards"

requirements. (See OB at 27-28.) SANDAG cannot have it both ways by

claiming the Executive Order's goals were not "vetted" in a'þublic

review" process, yet ignoring that those same goals are incorporated into

two other documents that SANDAG determined met these criteria.

SANDAG also misconstrues the Resources Agency's Final

Statement of Reasons accompanying Guidelines section 15064.4. The

Agency plainly warned that "while subdivision (b) provides a list of factors

u SANDAG cites nothing in the record-either in the EIR text or responses
to comments-indicatingthat.it chose not to analyze consistency with the
state's long-term climate goals based on "expert opinion" rather than on its
own mistaken interpretation of CEQA' s requirements. (AR8b : 3 76 8-69.)
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that should be considered by public agencies in determining the

significance of a project's GHG emissions, other factors can and should be

considered as appropriate." (4R319:25850.) The Agency also emphasized

that Guidelines section 15064.4 "does not alter the pre-existing rule under

CEQA" that substantialevidence of an effect's significance must be

considered "irrespective of whether an established threshold of significance

has been met." (AR3 19.'25852 [citing Mejìa v. Cíty of Los Angeles (2005)

130 Cal.App.4th322,342; Protect the Hístoríc Amador Waterways, s.upra,

116 Cal.App.4th atp. 11091.) Moreover, SANDAG's attempt to label the

Executive Order's long-term goals as'þurely aspirational" (OB at 30)

contradicts its concession that those goals are grounded in the emissions

reductions scientifically necessary to stabilize the climate (id. at7).

Accordingly, the Resources Agency's Statement of Reasons does not

justiff the analytic omissions in SANDAG's EIR.

Furthermore, SANDAG is simply wrong in claiming that CARB's

oodraft. guidelines for CEQA review fdid not recommend] use of the Order

as a standaÍd;' (OB at 3l fciting AR320:27783-27804]). In fact, CARB's

draft staff proposal explicitly references the Executive Order's 2050 target

and conf,rrms its consistency with the "scientific consensus" on "the

reductions needed to stabilize" atmospheric greenhousç gas concentrations.

The proposal also insists quite clearly that any CEQA significance

threshold "must be suff,rciently stringent to make substantial contributions
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to . . . putting California on track to meet its interim (2020) and long-term

(2050) emissions reduction targets." (4R320:27791-92 &. fn.2l [emphasis

addedl.) CARB's draft staff proposal thus expressly affirmed the

importance of the Executive Order's long-term target in CEQA significance

determinations.

Finally, SANDAG argues that a report prepared by the California

Air Pollution Control Officers Association ("CAPCOA") recommended

against using the Executive Order trajectory to assess CEQA significance

due to "practical problems." (OB at32)7 In fact, the CAPCOA report

notes that using the Executive order's 2050 goal rather than AB 32's 2a20

target o'may be more appropriate to address the long-term adverse impacts

associated with global climate change." (AR319:26322.) Moreover,

SANDAG's own Climate Action Strategy, which calculates rough regional

targets consistent with the Executive Order's goal for every year through

2050 (4R216:17628 [Fig. 3-1]), directly addresses CAPCOA's concern

about measuring progress toward these goals in "non-milestone years"

(AR3l9:26322). Although CAPCOA notes that projecting long-term future

inventories involves uncertainty (4R319:26325), drafting an EIR always

"involves some degree of forecasting"; an agency need not "foreseef] the

unforeseeable" but "must use its best efforts to find out and disclose all that

7 Again, SANDAG cites nothing in the record showing its omission was
motivated by'þractical problems."
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it reason¿'Lbly'can'' (Guidelines $ 1514-l). Incleecl, ¡he EIR rnodeled regionai

emissions inventories through 2050 noti,vithstanding such uncertainty. (See

ARSa:2569. 2572" 257 4-7 5. 257 6-77 lTables 4.8-7 through 4.8- 121.)

Although this rnodeling rvas done for the EIR's comparison to 2010

emissions, SANDAG has pointed to nothing in the record showing that it

could not also have corrpared the rnodeled inventories to the Executive

Order's (ancl Climate Action Strateg¡"s) longer-term emissions reduction

trajectory.

In short, even if SANDAG had omitted analysis of the Plan's

inconsistency with California's long-term climate goals for practical rather

than purely iegal reasons. as it nor,v claims, the record does not support its

new excuses On the contrary, such an analysis was not only feasible and

practical, but also critical to informed decision-making about the Plan's

long-term effects. The Court of Appeal correctly concluded that

SANDAG's omissions "did not rcflect a reasonable, good faith effort at full

disclosure and fwere] not supported by substantial evidence." (Op. at I4.)

An Agency's Discretion to Choose a "Threshold of
Significance'o Does Not Include Discretion to Produce a

Misleading and Incomplete EIR.

SANDAG claims any requirement that it analyze its Plan's

consistency with California's long-term climate goals would interfere with

its discretion to adopt "thresholds of significance" (OB at 32-35)

However, its plea for discretion is both overbroad and off-target.

C.
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SANDAG claims a "consistency" analysis is "functionally

equivalent to a threshold of signifîcance." (oB at 32.) This premise-

effectively the linchpin of SANDAG's argument-is simply wrong. A

"threshold of significance" is "an identifiable quantitative, qualitative, or

performance level of a particular environmental effect, non-compliance

with which means the effect will normally be determined to be significant."

(Guidelines g 15064.7, subd. (a).) This definition appears in Arricle 5 of

the CEQA Guidelines (commencing with section 15060), which is devoted

to "prelimiîary" review of projects to determine whether an EIR must be

prepared in the first instance. (See Guidelines $ 15063.)

The ooconsistency analysis" at issue here, in contrast, concerns the

thoroughness and accuracy of the EIR's assessment of the Plan's climate

impacts. The question before this court is not whether sANDAG had

discretion to choose some threshold beyond which its Plan's impacts would

be deemed significant. Rather, the question is whether SANDAG failed to

provide information and analysis critical to understanding the full extent of

those impacts. once an EIR is prepared, it must set forth a complete, good-

faith analysis of each significant impact, not just a bald conclusion

regarding its significance. (Guidelines g 15151.) Accordingly, this case

does not concern whether SANDAG properly found the climate impacts of

its Plan significant; instead, it addresses the agency's failure to inform

decision-makers and the public how significant those impacts will be.
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(Berkelelt Jets, stLprc¿"91 Cal.App.4th at pp. 1370-11: Galante Vinevarcls,

sLipra.60 Cal.App.4th at p. 1 123; Sctntiago Comty lTiarer Dist. v. Cotmlt of

Orange ( 1981) 1 18 Cal.App.3d 818, 83 1.)

SANDAG is similarly \,vrong in representing that Plaintiffi "have

alra,'ays argued that the Executive Order's 2050 target should be treated as a

significance criterion." (OB at33, fn.7.) Rather, Plaintiffs have always

argued that in failing to clisclose its Plan's stark inconsistency with

California's goal for long-term reductions in greenhouse gas emissions,

SANDAG thwarte d CEQA' s fundamental informational purpose.

Even if SANDAG's characterization of the question were coffect, its

plea for discretion would fail. Merely choosing and applying a significance

threshold does not automatically fulfill an agency's disclosure and analysis

responsibilities under CEQA. (See Protecr the Historíc Amador

Waterways, sttpra,1l6 Cal.App.4th at p. 1109; Mejía, supra,l30

Cal.App.4th at p. 342). Whatever discretion SANDAG may have to select

significance thresholds, it "abuses its discretion if it exercises it in a manner

that causes [its] EIR's analysis to be misleading or without informational

value." (Op. at 19.)

The cases SANDAG cites in general support of its argument are

inapposite. The present case does not raise any question as to whether

agencies have discretion to deviate from the "checklist" in Guidelines

Appendix G. (See Rominger v. County of Colusa (2014) 229 Cal.App.4th
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690, 716-17; Save Cuyama Valley v. County of Santa Barbara {20T3) 213

cal.App.4th 1059, 1068.) Likervise, this case does not involve an agency's

decision to forgo supplemental environmental review in light of new

information about climate change. (Citízens Against Airporî Pollution v.

City of San Jose (2014) 227 Cal.App.4th788, 806-08.)8

Nor do the greenhouse gas cases cited by SANDAG support its

appeal for near-limitless discretion. In Citizens for Responsible Equítable

Environmental Development v. Cíty of Chula Vista (2011) 197 Cal.App.4th

327 ("CREED"), for example, the Court of Appeal rejected plaintifß, claim

that a city should have found greenhouse gas emissions from a remodeled

Target store significant using a different threshold. (Id. at336-37.) The

decision is inapposite. The issue here is not whether SANDAG should

have applied a different threshold, but whether SANDAG produced a

misleading EIR by not disclosing how significant the Plan's long-term

impacts would be in relation to the scientifically determined targets of

California climate policy.

SANDAG's reliance on North Coast Rivers Alliance v. Marin

Municipøl Water Díst. (2013) 216 Cal.App.4th 614 is similarly misplaced.

t SANDAG also cites Utílity Consumers' Action Networkv. Publíc Utìlitíes
Com. (2010) 187 Cal.App.4th 688, but that decision did not address
CEQA's requirements. (Id. at 693-94 [explainingthat Supreme Court had
exclusive jurisdiction over separate CEQA challenge and was holding
challenge in abeyance pending resolution of 'ononenvironmental" issues
before Court of Appeall.)
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That decision, which upheld the climate change analysis in an EIR for a

desalination plant, did not involve a claim, as this case does, that the agency

omitted analysis critical to meaningful disclosure of the project's long-term

impacts. Rather, the primary issue was whether substantial evidence

supported the EIR's conclusion that the project would not exceed particular

significance thresholds. (See íd. at 652.) The issue here, in contrast, is

whether SANDAG incorrectly concluded that CEQA required no

assessment of its Plan's long-term inconsistency with scientifically derived

emissions reductions necessary to stabilize the climate

The Analysis Requested Here-Which SANDAG Has
Already Performed for its Next Regional Transportation
Plan-Would Have Been Neither Speculative Nor
Uncertain.

SANDAG protests that analysis of its Plan's inconsistency with

California's long-term climate goals would be so speculative and uncertain

as to be useless. (OB at 35-38.) But SANDAG's own actions belie this

claim. In May 20L5, SANDAG released a draft EIR for the next update to

its Plan which conducts the very analysis that its brief in this Court claims

would be impossible.e (See Decl. in Support of People's Motion for

Judicial Notice, Ex. 1.) That SANDAG was actively preparing this

analysis, while simultaneously telling this Court such an analysis okould

e Whether SANDAG's current EIR satisfies CEQA is outside the scope of
this appeal, and Plaintiffs take no position on that question.

D
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not benefit the public's understanding" and would "lead to guesswork and

speculative predictions that are themselves misleading" (OB at 38), fatally

undermines SANDAG's argument. lo

SANDAG's "impossibility" claim also lacks support in the record

here. Indeed, SANDAG's brief cites no record evidence supporting the

claim; rather, it relies almost entirely on the dissenting opinion below. (oB

at 35-38.) SANDAG's responses to comments on the EIR contain a couple

of conclusory statements to the effect that its precise role in achíeving the

Executive order's targets remains undefined. (see ARSb:3769, 4431.) But

such statements are not factual evidence that it would have been impossible

to disclose and assess the Plan's inconsistency with overall California

climate policy. (See Mountain Lion Coalítion v. Fish & Game Com. (19s9)

214 cal.App.3d 1043, 1050 [conclusions in responses to comments "must

be supported by references to specific scientific and empirical evidence"].)

To the extent SANDAG argues that the lack of a region- and sector-

specific 'þlan" for achieving the Executive Order's goals made it

impossible to analyze its Plan's consistency with the order's long-term

trajectory (see OB at35-36), this claim also fails. SANDAG found no

"inherent incompatibility" when it measured its Plan's impacts against the

l0 Erren if SANDAG does not believe GEQA requires this analysis, it could
not lawfully have included the analysis in an EIR even on a voluntary basis
if it thought the analysis would be speculative or uninformative. (see
Guidelines $ 15145.)
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"broad statewide standards" of the Scoping Plan; its objection to assessing

the Executive order's statewide goals on this same ground lacks merit.

(OB at 36-37.)

SANDAG readily could have undertaken a meaningful analysis in

the EIR challenged here. SANDAG was able to project regional emissions

from the land use and transportation sectors for 2020,2035, and 2050 (see

ARSa: 25 69, 257 2, 257 4-7 5, 257 6-7 7 fTables 4.8-7 through 4.8-121), and ro

calculate regional emissions from those same sectors for the 2005 baseline

year. (AR8a:2581.) SANDAG could have estimated regional land use and

transportation sector emissions in 1990, despite uncertainty in existing

inventories, using CARB's "equivalent metric of 15 percent below 2005

GHG emissions." (Ibid.) Because SANDAG could have determined

regional, sector-specific emissions in 1990, SANDAG also could have

calculated regional, sector-specific goals representing an 80 percent

reduction from 1990 levels and then compared them with projected 2050

emissions under the Plan. Even if goals calculated in this manner might not

have been perfectly precise, they still would have meaningfully conveyed

the Plan's inconsistency with climate science and long-term California

policy-which the EIR completely fails to do.

Finally, SANDAG claims that analysis of long-term state climate

goals'owould be speculative and misleading" because "state mandates,"

scientific information, and technological developments could change in
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ways unforeseeable today. (OB at 36-38.) This claim is specious. Plainly,

potential future changes provide no excuse for entirely omitting analysis of

currently available scientif,rc data. (See Communitíes for a Better

Environment v. Cìry of Ríchmond (2010) 184 Cal.App. th70,96 [rapid

developments in climate science and policy do not excuse failure to

formulate legally adequate mitigation planl; Guidelines $ 15144lagency

must "use its best efforts to f,rnd out and disclose allthat it reasonably

can"].) Indeed, SANDAG's argument is sweepingly overbroad. If

agencies could forgo analysis of environmental impacts based on their

inability to predict what future scientists might find and legislators might

do decades from now, CEQA would be deprived of much if not all of its

force. Future developments cannot excuse SANDAG's failure to use

information available today.

SA¡IDAG's Focus on the Nature and Effect of Executive
Orders Is Misplaced.

Contrary to SANDAG's claims (OB at38-44), this case simply does

not turn on the nature and effect of executive orders. Nor does it present

any concerns regarding separation of powers. SANDAG, like the

dissenting opinion from which it borrows heavily, advances a number of

erroneous arguments in trying to convince this Court otherwise.

E
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\ilhether the Executive Order Directly "Binds'o
SANDAG Is irreievant.

SANDAG claims that because the "Governor does not have the

authority to legislate," the Executive Order'ois not binding as to

SANDAG." (OB at39,40.) But this is a red herring. Nobody contends

that the Executive Order is "binding" on SANDAG in the sense that

SANDAG must comply with the Order's greenhouse gas reduction targets.

The majority opinion below made this amply clear

We do not intend to suggest the transportation plan must
achieve the Executive Order's 2050 goal or any other specific
numerical goal. Our concern is with the EIR's failure to
recognize, much less analyze and attempt to mitigate, the
conflict between the transportation plan's long-term
greenhouse gas emissions increase and the state climate
policy goal, reflected in the Executive Order, of long-term
emissions reductions.

(Op. at 16, fn.6.)

Accordingly, much of SANDAG's disquisition on executive

authority (OB at 39-4I), including its reliance on Professional Engineers in

Califurnia Government v. Schwarzenegger (2010) 50 Cal.4th 989, is

entirely beside the point. Professional Engíneers involved the Governor's

attempt to directly and unilaterally modifr the terms and conditions of state

employment. (See íd. at 1012.) Following a "close and careful

interpretation of the applicable statutory provisions" (id. at 1024), this

Court concluded that neither the California Constitution nor statutes

1
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pertaining to terms and conditions of state employment authorized such

unilateral action. (Id. at lA40-41.)

The present case, in contrast, does not raise any issue as to the

Governor's authority to directly and unilaterally require SANDAG to

comply with Executive Order 5-3-05. Nor does anything in the Executive

order expressly dictate how local agencies must perform CEQA analysis.

Rather, the Executive Order utilizes now-undisputed science to articulate a

long-term greenhouse gas reduction goal for the state. CEQA itself not

anything in the Executive order, required analysis of this goal in order to

present a complete, good-faith, and scientifîcally accurate picture of the

Plan's long-term climate impact.

7 SANDAG's Argument Would Transform CEQA
into a Mere Checklist for Compliance with Other
Laws.

SANDAG's argument that it may ignore the Executive Order

presumes that CEQA does not require an agency to address an

environmental factor unless and until the Legislature has expressly ratified

it in some other piece of legislation. (See oB at 38-39 fclaiming analysis

not required because Executive order's Goals "have never been enacted

into law or adopted as a CEQA measuring standard by the Legislature or

state agencies . . . charged with addressing climate change"l.) The

overreach in this argument is astounding: it strikes at the heart of CEeA by

narrowing it to a mere checklist for compliance with other laws-a result
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this and other courts have rejected. {Neíghbors, supra, 57 Cal. th at p. 462

[unless CEQA itself ties analysis to "planning done for a different

putpose . . , ãn EIR must be judged on its fulfillment of CEQA's

mandates, not those of other statutes"]; see olso, e.g., Ebbetts Pass Forest

lTatch, supro,43 CaL th at956-957; CATS, supro,136 Cal.App. th atpp.

16-17; Communìties for a Better Envíronment v. Cal. Resources Agency

(2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 98,112-14.) CEQA required SANDAG to analyze

its Plan's consistency with the Executive Order's goals because they were

grounded in sound climate science. (See Guidelines $ 15064, subd. (b).)

That these goals were first articulated in an Executive Order, rather than a

statute, is irrelevant.

SANDAG's argument also fails as a matter of basic statutory

construction. Although the Legislature has adopted several statutes

pertaining to climate change, it has not limited agencies' responsibilities

under CEQA to the terms of those other statutes. If the T.egislature wished

to demonstrate a "special interest in retaining . . . ultimate control" (see

Professíonal Engineers, supra, 50 Cal.4th atp. 1024) over how agencies

analyze climate change under CEQA, it would have amended CEQA

accordingly.

The Legislature did not do so. AB 32 did not change CEQA at all.

SB 375 amended CEQA, but only to establish narrowly tailored exemptions

for developments consistent with sustainable communities strategies (see
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$$ 21155-21155.4,21159.28); sB 375 did not address how agencies should

evaluate RTPs under CEQA. SANDAG quotes the dissent's view that the

Legislature "fully occupied this enormously complex f,reld" by delegating

responsibility for setting regional SB 375 targets to CARB (oB at 45-46;

Dissent at 161), but this delegation has nothing to do with cEeA. Indeed,

the Legislature explicitly provided that neither AB 32 nor SB 375 affects

public agency compliance with other laws. (Health & saf. code g 38592,

subd. (b); Gov. Code g 65080, subd. (bX2XK).) SANDAG overlooks that

CEQA itselÊ-which ¿s binding on regional agencies (g 21063)-has

independent legal force.

In short, SANDAG's argument proves too much. If SANDAG were

correct, agencies could ignore any and all scientific information about the

environment not expressly endorsed by legislation. Here, SANDAG

refused analysis of a scientifically relevant, long-term goal simply because

it was expressed in an Executive order. But similar goals have been

expressed in authoritative scientific articles and governmental studies. In

2006,for example, prominent scientists affiliated with the california

Climate Change center prepared a report summarizing current climate

science and outlining potential adverse effects on California under different

emissions scenarios. (4R320:2 7994-27809.) The report concluded that if

California and other industrial economies were to follow the Executive

order's emissions reduction trajectory, such action would help "keep
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temperatures from rising to the medium or higher (and possibly even the

lower) warming ranges and thus avoid the most severe consequences of

global warming." (Id. at27808.)

Nobody would argue that these scientists could "legislate" policy for

California. Their report, however, is an authoritative source of scientific

and factual datathat CEQA requires agencies to consider. (See, e.g.,

Guidelines $$ 15064, subd. (b) fsignificance determination must be "based

to the extent possible on scientific and factual data"l, 15142 [requiring

"interdisciplinary approach which will ensure the integrateduse of the

natural and social sciences"], 15148 IEIR preparation "is dependent upon

information from many sources, including . . . scientific documents relating

to environmental features"].) An EIR must meaningfully disclose scientific

facts, even if those facts happen to underlie goals stated in an Executive

Order.

3. The Legislature Has Referenced and Adopted the
Executive Order's Goals.

SANDAG errs in claiming that the Legislature has never recognized

the validity of the Executive order's goal for emission reductions. (,See oB

at 42, 44.) In fact, the Legislature has incorporated the Executive Order's

long-term policy goals into subsequent legislation, including both AB 32

and sB 375. (see Professional Engíneers, supra,50 cal. th at pp. 1047-48
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ilegislature ratified disputed executive action through budget legislation].)

SANDAG's complaints about the Executive Order are thus unfounded.

(a) AB 32.

SANDAG notes that AB 32 did not specifically reference the

Executive Order's 2050 target. (OB at 42-44.) As SANDAG admits (OB

at 43), however, AB 32 expressly directs the "Climate Action Team

established by the Governor to coordinate the effirts setþrth under

Executive Order 5-3-05" to "continue its role in coordínating overall

climate policyJ' (Health & Saf. Code $ 38501, subd. (i) femphasis added].)

The "efforts set forth" under the Executive Order necessarily include

"efforts" to achieve emissions reductions of 80 percent below 1990 levels

by 2050. (AR319:27050 ftasking agencies with coordinating "efforts made

to meet the targets" established in the Order].) The Legislature also

delegated to these agencies the 'orole" of "coordinating overall climate

policy" for the state. CARB, as a leading member of the team, explicitly

incorporated the Executive Order's 2050 goal and acknowledged its

scientific basis in the AB 32 Scoping Plan (see, e.g.,4R320:27848,27882),

which the Legislature expressly directed CARB to prepare (Health & Saf.

Code $ 38561, subd. (a)).

Read in context, therefore, the Legislature's direction to CARB to

"make recommendations" on "how to continue reductions of greenhouse

gas emissions beyond2020" (Health & Saf. Code g 38551, subd. (c))
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reflects an understanding that reductions consistent with the "efforts set

forth under Executive Order 3-3-05" will be necessary. SANDAG's

reading, not that of the Opinion below, would render AB 32's charge to

CARB largely meaningless.

SANDAG claims a statute explicitly directing the California

Department of Transportation to assess consistency with the Executive

Order also shows that the 2050 "targetwas not made binding on agencies

by AB 32." (OB at43-44 fciting Gov. Code g 65072.2].) However,

SANDAG misreads the statute. The Legislature adopted Government Code

section 65072.2 in 2009 as parr of Senate Bill 391. (Stats. 2009, ch. 585, g

5.) In section 1 of the bill, codified at Government Code section 14000.6,

the Legislature found and declared both that (1) the Executive Order

"identifies a greenhouse gas emissions limit of 80 percent below 1990

levels to be achieved by 2A50" and (2) a "comprehensive, statewide,

multimodal planning process" was needed "to meet objectives of mobility

and congestion management consistent with the state's greenhouse gas

emission limits . . . ." Sections 2 and3 of the bill, codified at Government

Code sections 65071 and 65072, required the Department to update the

long-range California Transportation Plan, with particular attention to

'þolicies and objectives . . . consistent with the legislative intent" expressed

in Government Code section 14000.6. That intent expressly includes

consistency with the Executive Order's "emissions limit[s]."
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The Le-eislature thus not only expressed approval of the Executive

Order's target, but also directed the Department of Transportation to assess

consistency with thattarget in preparing a long-range transportation plan

for the state. It would be utterly illogical to read this provision as

precluding regional transportation agencies from undertaking the same

analysis in their own long-range transportation planning-especially

because the Department's plan must "incorporate the broad system

concepts and strategies synthesized from the adopted regional

transportation plans" under SB 375. (Gov. Code $ 65072(b).)

Finally, the fact that the Legislature has considered requiring CARB

to go beyond AB 32 by setting detailed emission reduction targets for 2050

(see OB at 45-46) in no way undercuts its prior affirmation of the Executive

order. Again, as SANDAG acknowledged in its climate Action strategy,

the Executive Order's 2050 goal is "used as the long-term driver for state

climate change policy development" because it is grounded in the science

of climate stabilization. (AR2 I 6 : 17 627 .) The Legislature' s continuing

effort to develop that policy does not undermine the scientific basis or

policy relevance of the Executive Order. Both are critical to analysis of the

long-term effects of an RTP/SCS under CEQA.

(b) sB37s.

SANDAG notes that SB 375,like AB 32, does not specifically adopt

the Executive Order's 2050 targets. (OB at 44-45.) Rather, SANDAG
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argues, SB 375 built on AB 32 by exciusively delegating target-setting

authority to cARB. (Ibíd.) Because AB 32 actually did incorporate the

Executive order, however, SB 375's references to AB 32 necessarily do the

same.

Moreover, nothing in SB 375 precludes CARB from looking to the

Executive order's goals in updating regional targets through 2a5a; as the

statute requires. (Gov. Code $ 65080, subd. (bX2XAXiv).) Indeed, SB 375

established a Regional Targets Advisory Committee and ernpowered it to

consider'oany relevant issues" in recommending factors to be considered

and methodologies to be used in setting targets. (Gov. Code $ 65080, subd.

(bX2XAXi).) That committee's "members agreed that the targets need to

be set to help put California on the path to achieving the state's ambitious

climate goals by 2050." (Regional Targets Advisory Committee report at

26 fcited in OB at30; available at

http ://www. arb. ca. go v I cc I sb3 7 5 I rtac k ep ortl 09 29 09/fi nalrep ort.p dfl . ) In

context, the Legislature's delegation of target-setting authority to CARB

assumed the continuing relevance of the Executive Order.

F. SANDAG's Failure to Anaþe Its Plan's Inconsistency
with Science-Based State Climate Goals Was Prejudicial.

After arguing that a "consistency analysis" would be impossible,

SANDAG entirely reverses course. It contends that its error could not have

been prejudicial because the analysis was so simple that any reader of the
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EIR could have done it using mere arithmetic. (oB at 46-47.) This Court

should reject SA}{DAG's attempt to have it both ways.

Almost by definition, an EIR that requires readers to "do the math"

falls short of a good-faith effort at fuIl disclosure. CEQA does not require

this degree of self-help. (,Sea e.g., Vineyard, supra,40 Cal.4th atp. 442

f"data in an EIR . . . must be presented in a manner calculated to adequately

inform the public and decision makers"l; Sunnyvale lílest Neighborhood

Assn. v. City of Sunnyvale City Councìl (2010) 190 Cal.App.4th 1351,

1390-1391 [members of the public "are not required to . . . make their own

deductions regarding whether the project would significantly affect the

existing environment"f; County of Inyo v. Cíty of Los Angeles (1977) 7l

Cal.App.3d 185, 198-200.)

Here, SANDAG did not disclose any calculation as to what regional

transportation and land use emissions consistent with the Executive Order's

2050 goals might look like until the day it approved the Plan, and it never

conducted any actual analysis of what that calculation meant. (4R14:4513-

14.) SANDAG's reliance on Pfeffir v. City of Sunnyvale (2011) 200

Cal.App.4th l552,is therefore misplaced. In the cited portion of that

decision, the court upheld an EIR's actual "analysis" of "raw data," not an

agency's decision to make an EIR's readers analyze the "raw data"

themselve s. (Id. atp.l:.572.)
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SANDAG's fall-back contention-that it discussed the Executive

Order "at length in the EIR and elsewhere in the administrative record"

(OB at 47)-borders on the cynical. The EIR discusses the Executive

Order only to dismiss it. The cited portions of the record contain a one-

sentence recitation of the 2050 targef (AR8a:25 61), a one-sentence

dismissal of the Executive Order as oonot constitut[ing] a oplan' for GHG

reduction" (AR8a:2581-82), and a few pages of legal conclusions as to why

SANDAG chose not to address the long-term trajectory (AR8b:3766-70,

4436.) They also include a single bare calculation-prepared not for public

review and comment in the EIR, but in a staff memo released on the day

SANDAG approved the final Plan-of regional transportation and land use

emissions roughly consistent with the Executive Order's 2050 goal.

(4R14:4514.) Whatever its "length," SANDAG's discussion of the

Executive Order in the EIR did nothing to inform the public and decision-

makers about the Plan's stark inconsistency with the state's long-term

climate goals.

SANDAG also claims its 'þrimary reason" for not analyzing the

Plan's consistency with the Executive Order trajectory was that the Order

lacked "specificity" regarding how its goals could be achieved, rendering

analysis uninformative. (OB af 47.) The cited portions of the record,

however, directly contradict this claim. SANDAG's "primary reason" for

refusing to analyze the Executive Order was its erroneous legal judgment
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that neither CEQA nor the Order itself required such an analysis.

(ARBb:3768-70.)

Finally, the cases SANDAG cites do not aid its argument. For

example, Save Cuyama Valley found an EIR's "mislabeling of [an] impact

as less than signifteant" non-prejudicial not because the impact was "fully

discussed" (OB at 48), but because an enforceable condition of approval

would have eliminated the impact entirely (213 CaI.App.4th at pp. 1073-

74.) This Court's decision in Neìghbors is also distinguishable. There, the

omitted analysis-evaluation of a light-rail project's traffic impacts against

existing traffic conditions-would not have produced ooany substantially

different information." (See Neighbors, sl,rpra, 57 Cal. th at pp. 463-64.)

Here, in contrast, a comparison between the Plan's rising long-term

emissions and the science-based reductions needed to stabilize the climate

would have produced not just "substantially different" information, but

information absolutely critical to informed assessment of the Plan's

consequences

Omission of that information and analysis was prejudicial. Here,

SANDAG told the public and decision-makers the Plan would have a

significant effect only because it increased emissions over existing

conditions. However, SANDAG omitted any analysis of long-term effects

that was grounded, like the Executive Order, in standards relating to the

actual physics of climate change. Had SANDAG disclosed the true extent
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of its Plan's long-term impacts, it would have recognizedthat its Plan will

seriously impede achievement of climate goals. As a result, the EIR's

failures made it impossible for SANDAG to consider a fulIrange of

mitigation measures and alternatives that might have reduced the Plan's

true impacts.

As the Court of Appeal correctly concluded, SANDAG's misleading

analysis constituted prejudicial error.

CONCLUSION

In sum, SANDAG erred in certiSzing an EIR for its 2050 RTP/SCS

that omitted any analysis of the Plan's stark inconsistency with the state's

long-term goals for steep reductions in greenhouse gas emissions.

Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court affirm the decision of the Court

of Appeal holding that SANDAG's EIR prejudicially violated CEQA,

require SANDAG to decertiff the deficient EIR, and remand the matter for

further proceedings consistent with its decision.
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